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WHATWE DO
THE MHBA’S BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND STANDING
COMMITTEES OVERSEE THEWORK OFTHE ASSOCIATION
IN AREAS AS DIVERSE AS TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC
RESEARCH, EDUCATION ANDTRAINING, RENOVATION,THE
ENVIRONMENT, URBAN ISSUES,WARRANTY AND MARKETING.
THROUGHTHEVOLUNTARY EFFORTS OF ITS MEMBERS,THE
MHBA SERVES BOTH CONSUMERS AND PRODUCERS OF
HOUSING BY PROMOTING QUALITY, AFFORDABILITY AND
CHOICE IN HOUSING FOR ALL MANITOBANS.

PROUD MEMBERS OF MANITOBA
HOME BUILDERS’ ASSOCIATION
DELIVERING MANITOBA HOME OWNERS PEACE
OF MIND IN EVERY NEW HOME AND RENOVATION.

IT IS THE MISSIONOFTHE MANITOBA HOME BUILDERS’ ASSOCIATIONTO BE THEVOICE OF THE RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY IN MANITOBA;TO PROVIDE A FORUM FORTHE
ONGOING EDUCATIONOFTHE MEMBERSHIPWITH RESPECT TOTECHNOLOGY AND BUSINESS PRACTICES;TO ACHIEVE AN ENVIRONMENT INWHICHTHE MEMBERSHIP CANOPERATE
SUCCESSFULLY; ANDTO PROMOTE AFFORDABILITY AND CHOICE IN HOUSING FOR ALL MANITOBANS.

By Todd Lewys
For the Free Press

As the saying goes, perception isn’t always reality.
Take the notion that it’s near impossible for first-time

home buyers to afford a home in one of Winnipeg’s hottest
new communities, Bridgwater Lakes. While the perception is you
need perhaps $450,000 or more to get into an entry-level home in
the burgeoning west Winnipeg community, the reality is you can
get into one for considerably less.

Best of all, the home will possess character that evokes memories
of one of the city’s most beloved communities – River Heights –
and unique design features that make it exceptionally livable.

“The fact of the matter is you can get in to a 1,200 sq. ft.
bungalow in Bridgwater Lakes for $325,000, and that includes the
lot and GST,” said Jeff McArthur of Signature Homes. “You get
the home on a back lane lot that usually measures in at about 36 or
38 feet wide by about 118 feet deep. There’s a nice big back yard,
and you get a rear detached garage (the home usually comes with
a pad on which to build a garage; builders can add the garage on at
an extra charge). That makes for a great, affordable starter home in
a popular neighbourhood.”

Spencer Curtis of Hilton Homes added that builders have
specifically designed the homes to get the most out of the available
land.

“Of course, the narrower lots make for more affordable homes.
At the same time, putting the garage around at the back of the home
makes for a more attractive front elevation. By putting the garage
in back, you’re not sacrificing aesthetics. Not having the garage
in front allows us to create a look that’s more traditional in its
character. That’s a great aesthetic for the neighbourhood.”

While the homes might conjure up that classic River Heights
look, the home’s interiors are anything but classic, added
McArthur.

“The exteriors might remind you somewhat of River Heights, but
the interiors are filled with modern touches,” he said. “Floor plans
are open and contemporary, and the homes are bright and energy-
efficient, something you can’t always say about the older homes in
River Heights. People come here to check out the homes because
of the price point, and quickly realize what great houses they are.
They have much more to them than just being affordable.”

Indeed, there’s more to the back lane homes than meets the eye.
Not only do they possess that throwback River Heights look, but
they have also been designed to be visitable. What does “visitable”
mean?

In short, visitable back lane homes have no front steps, with the
front entrance being at grade (same goes for the back entrance);
doorways are wider at 30 inches versus the standard 24 inches;
hallways and aisle-ways in the kitchen are wider than normal,
and there’s typically a main-floor bath equipped with a 30-inch
doorway and five-foot turning radius inside.

“Back lane homes make it easier to achieve visitable standards,”
Curtis explained. “It’s a great concept no matter who you are.
If you have young children, you can simply roll them directly
inside in their stroller. If you have friends or family members with
disabilities or mobility issues that require walkers or wheelchairs,
they can access the home much easier and the wider doorways,
hallways and aisles make it easier for them to move around.”

McArthur said the visitable design’s merits can be summed up
in one word: flexibility.

“The interior design of the homes is incredibly flexible,” he

said. “If need be, parents can come live with their kids, as we
can place a main floor bedroom next to the visitable bathroom.
They’re also great homes for empty-nesters. Back lane homes are
not only affordable, but the visitable aspect of their design comes
in handy if they have any mobility issues. At the same time, they’re
great homes for young families because they’re so livable. They’re
homes that work for both ends of the spectrum.”

Curtis concurred.
“Demand for back lane, visitable homes is strong because

they’re so versatile. They’re affordable, attractive and easy to live
in, no matter whether you’re an active young family or empty-
nesters. They’re a great starter home option for young families.You
can get into the neighbourhood in an entry-level home, then when
they’re ready, they can move within the community to a bigger,
better home – and many of those homes are visitable designs, as
well. It’s a very popular concept that’s here to stay.”

Back lane/visitable homes
offer affordability, flexibility & character

Jeff McArthur of Signature Homes

Spencer Curtis of Hilton Homes
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